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INCIDENT RESPONSE
TEAM TRAINING

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Ingalls Information Security has been involved in and coordinated the Incident Response plans for some of the
largest security breaches known. These experiences give us unique knowledge, skills, and insight that we use to
provide you with an expert cyber security team capable of responding to attacks on your organization in such a
way that significantly reduces the likelihood of a breach occurring, reduces the overall costs of a breach, and
reduces the overall impact of any potential breach.
Traditional training teaches a focused skill set to a group of individuals. They are provided a tool and taught how
the tool works. This training takes a group of individuals that will be working together and teaches them HOW
to work together, how to establish roles and assign tasks, how to manage an incident from start to
finish, and how to interface with CEOs, legal counsel, internal IT, uncooperative administration,
and unskilled and unqualified team members.
ABOUT US
Ingalls Information Security is a specialized, Louisiana-based cyber security company providing consulting,
auditing and testing services to state and federal government, non-profit organizations, financial institutions, and
the energy sector. Since our beginnings in 2001, our core business has been focused on serving credit unions and
responding to major data breaches across the country. We have over 20 years of experience working on major
breaches. Our experiences in working on major breaches has provided us with a incomparable level of proficiency
and efficiency that continues to gain us the respect and appreciation of our clients, partners, and peers. We are
industry experts that are called on by organizations both small and large, including global technolgy firms, to
coordinate and lead teams on Incident Response and combatting APT (Advanced Persistent Threat).
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This image was taken at the Cyber Innovation Center in Bossier City, LA. We had great facilities and some great testers!

WHY DO WE DO IT?
There are over 2 billion users of the internet (including your employees). We intend to significantly improve the
security posture of those users. There is an old saying that “If you make yourself sheep, the wolves will eat you.”
Cyberspace is the playground of modern wolves and thieves. There are too many dangers for individuals to fight
alone. Only by sharing with and helping our neighbors can we protect our values and way of life. We train
sheepdogs and citizen defenders to keep our clients safe along with their customers and their communities.
WHO NEEDS AN INCIDENT RESPONSE TEAM?
Any business that competes in the global marketplace has need of an Incident Response Team. Cyber breaches
have become a part of our every day lives and savvy organizations are evolving to better protect themselves and
minimize the impact of a breach on their business.
IDEAL RESOURCES TO HANDLE A BREACH
A team of current employees who understand your environment and business. The team has a wide range of skills
and have trained together and integrated those skills so that they can:
Quickly form an Incident Response Team and assign roles and tasks
Identify and acquire needed resources
Develop an Incident Response Plan
Document and report on Incident Response activities throughout the engagement
Report to various parties with different roles, interests, backgrounds, and technical proficiency
Successfully communicate both within the organization and with outside parties (counsel, vendors, etc).
WHAT WE DO
Ingalls Information Security takes a group of your employees with varying skill levels and areas of expertise and
teaches them the structure, process and skills needed to work as a team to successfully handle a breach within
your organization. The training consists of both classroom exercises and an intense week of live exercises where
your team will respond to a progressive series of simulations based on actual breaches that have been successfully
handled by the training team in current and recent years (including APT). In addition, we utilize proprietary
technology to create a mobile cyber range that will replicate aspects of your internal environment to create custom
scenarios, specifically designed based on your organizations concerns and needs.
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